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ABSTRACT 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate page, 
each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area provided 
on the original form. 

Project Name Growing Community in the Seventh Ward 

Address The Seventh Ward City/State/ZIP New Orleans, Lousiana 70116 

1. Give a brief overview of the project, including major project goals. 

The project consists of a series of smaller, sub-projects intended to assist a fledgling neighborhood group (the Porch Cultural 
Organization) in its efforts to build community following the disruption of Hurricane Katrina. Prior to Katrina, the neighborhood 
wasn1 organized in any meaningful way. Following the stonm, they felt the need to organize and provide assistance to 
neighborhood residents. Such assistance will include: home repair; homeowners hip counseling; neighborhood advocacy (resisting 
gentrification); children's summer and after-school programs; arts and cultural activities; adult literacy and education; crime 
prevention. 

The projects shown here are the first community structures built in the neighborhood following the storm. They are intended to 
garner public support, and be a tangible presence of the Porch as it reaches out to residents. The projects are: 
1) Notice Boards: a means by which information can be disseminated throughout the neighborhood. 
2) Community Garden Shade Structure: a public gathering place for community events. 
3) Community Garden Tool Shed: a tool library for promoting gardening activities in the larger neighborhood. 
4) Mobile Stage: an outreach tool for arts and cultural activities in the neighborhood. 

The idea is to have several, small structures, strategically seeded throughout the neighborhood: promoting the Porch's mission, 
educating the populace, harnessing social capital, and improving the neighborhood. 

A secondary goal Is to promote direct social action among the architecture students responsible for the fund raising, design and 
construction of the pieces, and to provide a means by which they could assist in the re-building of New Orleans from a distance. 

2. Why does the project merit the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence? (You may wish to consider such factors as: effect on the 
urban environment; innovative or unique approaches to any aspect of project development; new and creative approaches to urban 
issues; design quality.) 

This project truly represents a grassroots effort to begin the rebuilding of New Orleans in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. It 
demonstrates how a handful of modest, well-considered structures can stimulate growth of other neighborhood initiatives and, 
over time, promote community renewal. For instance, the first component, the Notice Boards, were installed in February of 2006, 
when there was still very little electricity in the city, and many residents were coming back for the very first time after the storm. 
The idea was born in discussions between the professors and neighborhood representatives, and funded by the architecture 
students. This modest project catalyzed several things: 

1) It stimulated the Porch Cultural Organization to organize sufficiently so that it could engage in its first design/build initiative; 
2) It proved the concept of working at a distance, with students pre-fabricating components and shipping them to New Orleans; 
3) It provided the first tangible evidence that the neighborhood was coming back, as a symbol and a morale booster; 
4) It proved to be quite useful: notices informed citizens of ways to get help, and shared stories of their determination to rebuild; 
5) It happened in a rapid, direct, streamlined way, without the encumbrances of FEMA or the government agencies; 
6) It stimulated grassroots fundraising strategies that have continued to grow. 

The subsequent projects have borne similiar fruit. Together, they demonstrate the capacity of a group of dedicated people to affect 
needed change at a time when the wheels of government are just slowly beginning to tum. And since the installation of the other 
new structures, the Porch has gained financial support from external funders to continue its work. The Community Garden project 
has been extended to other sites throughout the neighborhood, and funding has been secured to develop an urban agriculture 
program which will supply community-grown herbs to New Orleans restaurants. 

The Porch is now sharing a building with Neighborhood Housing Services (a Community Development Corporation).The Mobile 
Stage will be housed here, and future projects will focus on this location as the center of neighborhood revitalization. Nothing 
breeds success like success. This project demonstrates that clearly. 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate page, 
each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area provided 
on the original form. 

1. Describe the underlying values of the project. What, if any, significant trade-offs were required to implement the project? 

The project started as a grassroots effort, a collaboration between neighborhood residents and architecture students in the 
aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. From the start the neighborhood residents exhibited a high degree of self-determination, in the 
sense that they wanted to control the destiny of the neighborhood. They made clear that they wanted the architecture to be 
contextually relevant. The Seventh Ward Is the qunitessential Creole neighborhood in New Orleans. The residents explicitly stated 
that the architecture produced be cognizant of the African roots of Creole architecture. 

From our point of view, as professors of architecture working 1000 miles away from the site, it was important that the projects be 
of a scale that students-most of whom had limited building experienc~ould achieve within the course of a semester. Thus the 
idea of "seeding" the neighborhood with small interventions, produced over time, and placed according to community need. It was 
important that we be flexible in the post-Katrina environment, when there were so many unknowns factors at play (laws, 
regulations, land ownership, insurance, financing, etc.) 

We believe the idea of reciprocity between the Seventh Ward residents and our students to be vitally important. Though we are 
there "'helping" them to rebuild after the storm, they are helping us to be better architects, and learning to make good decisions 
about community life and growth. There is also an important cultural exchange in this transaction. 

As a student design/build project, healthy collaboration is critical: Collaboration between students, between students and 
residents, between the Porch members and neighbors. There has been a high degree of participation by a broad range of people 
in these projects. 

2. How has the project impacted the local community? Please include relevant information on urban context. 

There have been significant impacts on the community from several points of view. 

Organizationally, the project has catalyzed the Porch Cultural Organization to become more cohesive and purposeful. The 
success demonstrated by this project has generated attention from external funders, providing opportunities such as a new urban 
agriculture program to grow herbs for local restaurants; a summer (2006) arts program for 42 neighborhood children; and a youth 
theater workshop (2007). Now that they have a building to operate out of they can expand their programming even further. We 
intend to remain involved in the project over the coming semesters and years to assist them with their efforts. 

Physically, the project has contributed to the cleanup of the city following the storm. The notice boards provide spots of color as 
they move around the neighborhood. The community garden was a derelict lot in a rough area of the neighborhood, and the 
mobile stage will provide occasions for community events to flower. Numerous residents have related stories of how the projects 
have helped to raise community morale, as symbols of rebirth. 

Culturally, the project has stimulated the outreach activities of the Porch, as it has embraced the roots of the neighborhood's rich 
arts heritage. The notice boards attracted the attention of the Neighborhood Story Project (Univ. of New Orteans) to develop a 
poster project featuring neighbors and build social cohesion. The Community garden has made a place for community gathering 
and interaction, opened up the tool sharing library and tapped into the extraordinary culinary heritage of New Orleans. 

We believe that together, the impact of these modest projects adds up to more than just the sum of the parts. 



PROJECT DESCRI PTION (coNro) 

J. Oe,cn!Je tht• key eft>rnt•nb Ol the di'\Ciopnwnl prot!' 5 tndudmg UJmmuntt\ pat! Ctp,ltton \\ht•re .1ppropr1a1e. 

We became involved in December 2005 after a series of grassroots meetings charting out the course of rebuilding the city 
post-Katrina. There was keen interest in our school doing something substantive with students and after meeting with 
representatives of the Porch we decided to work together. 

It is essential for our students to start their work with a site visit. Seeing the city and neighborhood, and meeting with residents is 
critical. The Porch has a committed group of members to meet with the students and share their vision, so there is a high degree 
of community participation at a variety of levels. We have had design charrettes and focused meetings to elicit information from 
the residents. To promote familiarity between residents and students we arrange social occasions with food where informal 
conversation can reveal insight into the situation. Porch members have travelled to Kansas to participate in the design process. 

Digital communication allows the exchange of drawings and photographs as the design develops, and we have a wiki site 
(http:tnthwardbag.pbwiki.com) where we can exchange files and have publicly-accessible online communication. 

4. De~utbe the trnan< rng olthe pro1etl. l'lt>a e trH tude allrundrng sourr t'S ,111d square root cosh v.hrre applrc.1ble. 

The financing of the project has happened through direct donations from individuals and foundations, and from in-kind donations 
from businesses and materials suppliers. 

Primary givers include the William T. Kemper Foundation of Kansas City, the students of Central Junior High School in Lawrence, 
KS and the University of Kansas School of Architecture and Urban Design. Ther have been numerous smaller donation of $200 
and less, by friends and family 

Smaller, student-driven fundraising in Kansas has been done through on-campus sales of Mardi Gras beads; an on-campus New 
Orleans luncheon with food cooked by the students; a ' N ight out in the Big Easy' fundraiser sponsored by a Lawrence restaurant; 
and a silent art auction. 

In-kind support through materials donations and discounting has been provided by Schutte Lumber of Kansas Crty; Yemm and 
Hart of Marquand, Missouri; Schutte Lumber of Kansas City; and Cottin's Hardware of Lawrence, Kansas. 

The success of the initial projects has made fundraising easier as time goes on. 

Neighborhood Housing Services has provided organizational support and has purchased a building for the Porch to operate out 
of, making their contribution quite significant going forward. 

The project is unique in several areas. It is in response to the catastrophic effects of Hurricane Katrina. It is truly a grassroots 
effort, driven by individual commitment of concerned residents, and funded (primarily) by student efforts. 

The modest size and cost of the individual projects, seeded throughout the neighborhood, has a widespread impact, making it 
unique in comparison to developer-driven projects. It fills a niche in the urban environment that is underserved by orthodox 
development approaches, or by government initiatives. 

We believe that this approach is highly adaptable to other places given the right mix of participants, and the right attitude. 



COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE 

Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 
page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area pro
vided on the original form. 

This sheet is to be filled out by someone who was involved, or represents an organization that was involved, in helping the project respond 
to neighborhood issues. 

Name Rachel Breunlin Title Founding Member 

Organization the Porch Cultural Organization Telephone r713 ) 504-6267 

Address 1464 N. Prieur City/State/ZIP New Orleans, LA 70116 

Fax ( ) E-mail rbreunlin@yahoo.com 
The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and (attached materials to grant these rights and permissions. 

1. How did you, or the organization you represent, become involved in this project? What role did you play? 

In November 2005, I helped organize a conference hosted by Tulane and Xavier Universities called "Reinhabiting NOLA • The 
two-day event brought together designers, urban planners, artists, community organizers, and residents from different parts of the 
city together to talk about our visions for rebuilding the city. One point of consensus was the need to develop community centers 
that were embedded in the distinctive culture of each neighborhood. Many residents of my own neighborhood, the Seventh Ward, 
were there, and we agreed that it would pursue the idea after the conference was over. In a later meeting, we met Nils and Rob, 
who were interested in bringing students to New Orleans to help out after the storm. 

I have been involved with all of Nils and Rob's NOLA projects. In October, Dan Etheridge and I went to Lawrence, Kansas to work 
with students on the designs of their portable stage. The Porch has teamed up with New York University and Xavier University In 
New Orleans to work on a number of community-based theatre projects, which will be debuted on the stage. 

2. From the community's point of view, what were the major issues concerning this project? 

Our part of the Seventh Ward was on the edge of the more extreme flooding. Most houses were habitable a few months after the 
storm. It is also adjacent to the Faubourg Marigny-a fairly upscale neighborhood. Consequently, we have larger numbers of 
people returning home, and pressure from the outside as more people are interested In renovation and redevelopment. Members 
of the Porch wanted to create an organization that was open to all residents-old, new, young and old, with a diversity of cultural 
and socioeconomic backgrounds. We wanted to explicitly address what it meant to live together and how we could support each 
other with equity. The neighborhood has many different organizations, but none that directly address the well being of the 
neighborhood. Nils and Rob's design/build projects provided some of the infrastructure to bring people together. Their 
follow-through has given the Porch a tremendous amount of legitimacy. 

3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? How did your organization participate in 
making them l 

The Porch is a new organization that is run by volunteers in a disaster zone. We originally envisioned building a neighborhood 
cultural center with Nils and Robs' students, but were unable to secure a lot. We then looked at community garden spaces, but they 
were also difficult to pin down. Nils and Rob were extremely flexible with us throughout the process-as much as architects like to 
have a good sense of the site, their students spent enough time in the neighborhood to know what kinds of forms would be 
appropriate and at the same time challenging to the community. The results complement the historic architecture but also provide a 
sense of possibility for whal can come next. 



COMMUN ITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE teo ro> 

4. 11.1~ th1s JHOJl'lt madt• the cummunitv .1 lll'llf'r pl.1u• to h\ ,. lH w<ul..111 so ho''? 

On a purely aesthetic level, the architecture that University of Kansas has brought to the Seventh Ward has added a vibrancy to a 
funky, rundown but beautiful cityscape. In the many rebuilding conversations, being able to point to contemporary architecture that 
fils into streets lined with shotgun doubles and creole cottages gives us a chance to stretch our imagination. The community 
garden continues to develop-there are currently plans to begin a small commercial herb garden that will employ neighborhood 
residents. We are looking forward to the arrival of the portable stage! 

One of the great things about working with Nils and Rob is that they understand that the process is just as important as the product. 
Their commitment to New Orleans-and the Seventh Ward in particular-was the catalyst to bring together residents in a way that 
had never been done before. Their work ethic kept us on track to finish our projects so that we could meet the students and faculty 
hall way. From the poster project to the herb garden to theatre workshops, the partnership has inspired the Porch to develop 
programming that will feed off the projects KU has helped us envision. 

~. 'A'ould you change ,ln\thing ,1bout this proJI'lt or tlw dl'\l!lopnwnt pn><Pss \'OU went through' 

Changes. One of the amazing things about University of Kansas is that they have committed to New Orleans lor more than JUSt a 
semester. Of course we would like to have them around all of the time. We really admire and are grateful for how much time they 
have been able to put in here in New Orleans despite other teaching responsibilities in Kansas. Because they have made this 
larger commitment, they are able to fine tune their projects. They also know the rhythms of the community, understand why it's 
special to get to know city neighborhood intimately, and really incorporate it into their pedagogy. 
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ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER PERSPECTIVE 

Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answ~rs to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 
page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area pro
vided on the original form. 

This sheet is to be filled out by a design professional who worked as a consultant on the project, providing design, planning, or other ser
vices. Copies may be given to other design professionals if desired. 

Name Nils Gore and Rob Corser Title Associate Professor and Assistant Professor 

Organization University of Kansas Telephone ( 785 ) 864.4102 

Address 1465 Javhawk Blvd. City/State/ZIP Lawrence, KS 66045 

Fax (785 ) 864.5185 E .1 ngore@ ku.edu 
-rna I 

The undersigned grants t Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
, th mater" sub · ed. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
h t s nd grant these rights and permissions. 

1. Describe the design concept of this project, including urban design considerations, choice of materials, scale, etc. 

As a student designlbuild project, executed 1000 miles away from the site, the scale of each sub-project was necessarily limited to 
something that could be achieved in a short, one-semester time frame, and pre-fabricated, transported and installed in New Orteans. 
The installation of the pieces has a performance aspect to it: it becomes a public spectacle inviting attention and participation from 
neighborhood residents during installation. 

New Orleans has a unique cultural condition that we were intent on respecting, and using for design inspiration. The Seventh Ward 
has a rich legacy coming out of the heritage of the Creole craftsmen, which in tum, has its roots in Africa. We were interested in 
capitalizing on that heritage and looked to that in the joinery of the roof structures and the patterning on the plywood panels. 

The individual pieces are pre-fabricated in Kansas, then diassembled and transported to New Orteans. The materials tend to be 
wood and steel which are workable by student builders using the resources of the school of architecture. Steel is used for its strength 
and bolted connections in this hurricane-prone environment. Plywood is usedfor infill panels and to create articulated, custom 
laminated structural frame members using CNC fabrication. Color and incised patterns, drawn from the New Orleans environment, 
are used to contextualize the pieces. · 

2. Describe the most important social and programmatic functions of the design. 

For the Porch, these projects invite and promote citizen participation in the present and future of their neighborhood. They do this 
both symbolically and physically. Symbolically, they embody a new vision for the neighborhood. Physically, they promote 
participation and communication by making a space for people (garden) and information (notice boards) to share experience. 

Sharing is also an important programmatic function of all aspect of the project. Students are challenged share their growing design 
and communication skills in a risky setting outside of the classroom; and the residents share their life experiences, and their inspiring 
optimism and determination to succeed despite great challenges. The structure of the project demands this kind of sharing, and the 
structures thus far created serve as tools for the sharing of information and resources, and of burdens and joys. 

Growth is another function of this project. The resident's hope is that their community can grow to be more closly knit and more vital 
while maintaining its diversity and cultural heritage. This kind of growth requires nurturing institutions like the Porch, favorable 
settings like the community garden, and useful tools like the notice boards and mobile stage. By inviting participation and offering 
useful resources, these projects can contribute to resident's personal growth and the growth and health of the community. 



ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER PERSPECTIVE (coNro) 

l. De~t nbe tlw nMJo• < lhllll'ngt>s of dt>s1gs11ng th" JlfllJl'C 1 ,md am dc~·gn tr,ulo• oil' or compronmt•s ll'qlllfl'd lo complete the JlfO)t>t;l 

The major challenge in this project was the unique circumstance of working closely with a neighborhood group to design and build 
effectively over a distance of 1000 miles. As with any academic construction project, there was also the challenge of raising the 
students' skill levels in working with tools and materials. 

The challenge of distance forced the design team to work harder at communication, both in terms of presentation and in terms of 
effective listening. Our clients also had to work hard to make sure that they were fully prepared to work intensively during our 
face-to-face meetings, and sufficiently organized to distribute, digest, and respond to our subsequent electronic communications. 
To aid in the sharing of ideas and information, an interactive "wiki" web site was set up by the design team to serve as a repository 
for images, text, and links to relevant community projects in other cities. The Porch also had to work in preparation for our visits to 
Install elements of the project by organizing volunteer workers, meals and special events. 

In terms of construction skills, the fact that most of the students hadn't built anything at full scale before led to a sense of reality 
and straight-forwardness in the projects that still did not stifle their design ambition. Rather, the rssues of feasability, economy and 
maintainability were constant reminders that this project would have a meaningful, and demanding existence outside the 
classroom. New tools like CNC digital fabrication were used not for complex forms, but to make building elements with sufficient 
precision to be confidently pre-fabricated, and to allow decorative pattern-making to become integral to many of the building 
elements. 

It is our firm conviction that these projects were more rewarding experiences and produced more successful outcomes for both the 
students and the neighborhood residents, because everyone was challenged to respond creatively and energetically to the 
challenges of collaborrating effectively across a distance of 1000 miles. As novice builders, everyone involved also raised their skill 
levels and invested the protect with an honest and heartfelt level of craft that resulted in a much deeper emotional investment than 
is often seen in professional projects. 

Rather than trade-offs, we feel quite strongly that these challenges were mator contributors to the quality and success of the protect 
on many levels. 

·t . De,cnbe the w.l\S 111 wlmh the proje{ t rel.lle~ to It~ urban contt·xt 

The urban context is a disadvantaged neighborhood in 28 block area of the lo'Ner portion of the Seventh Ward, a majority African 
American district (94% in 2000) rich in history and tradition but suffering from under-education, unemployment, disinvestment and 
numerous blighted properties even before hurricane Katrina. According to the 2000 census 77% of households were renters With a 
median income of $12,459. Among adults over 25 years of age, 52% did not have a high school diploma. 

It is a neighborhood that has numerous poorly-maintained vacant lots, abandoned cars and disused sidewalks. Hurricane Katrina 
intensified the unkempt nature of the neighborhood and the need for design attention and repair. 

The project is a series of smaller, sub-projects that are dispersed in areas of need throughout the neighborhood. Two of the 
sub-projects (notice boards and mobile stage) are designed for mobility. The notice boards are penodically relocated in different 
areas of the neighborhood to spread information. (Businesses are starting to request that they be put on the list of locations.) 

The Tool Shed and Shade Structure are located in a community garden in one of the more derelict areas of the neighborhood. But 
it has watchful neighbors on each side that keep an eye on things and lend support (water and toilet facilities) for maintenance of 
the garden and for events there. In this sense it has become a public place where people gather to work and celebrate. 

The mobile stage will be generally housed in the yard next to the Porch Community Center, but is built with wheels so it can be 
easily transported to community events. The Porch Community Center is centrally located in the neighborhood, across the street 
from A.P. Tureaud Elementary School. Programming there will have a special focus on children's prorgams. Neighborhood Housing 
Services shares the building with the Porch, and offers counseling services for home ownership, financial planning and the general 
promotion of neighborhood well-being. 
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OTHER PERSPECTIVE 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 
page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area 
provided on the original form. 

Name Dan Etheridge Title Assistant Director, Tulane City Center 

Organization Tulane University Telephone (504 ) 862 8452 

Address 6823 St Charles Avenue City/State/ZIP New orleans, LA 70118 

Fax (504 ) 862 8455 E-mail dether@tulane.edu 
The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions. 

Signature v~ \:,~ 
1. What role did you play in the development of this project? 

The Tulane City Center organized and co-hosted a conference called Relnhabiling NOLA in November 2005 to unite residents 
visions for the future of their neighborhoods with architecture, planning, and development expertise. Our method involved inviting 
grass roots community leadership and industry professionals to sit in the same room and discuss their ideas for moving forward 
with recovery and rebuilding strategies. This conference was conceived at a time when there was much concern that neighborhood 
based ideas were going to be left out of the important discussions regarding the future of New Orleans. 

Stated again and again at Relnhabiting NOLA was the need for some short term 'small victories' amongst the huge needs. 
Neighborhood leaders argued that if their people were to stay engaged in the long term planning process they needed to see some 
of their visions come to life, to show that people were listening to them. 

Out of this conference a small group of residents from part of New Orleans 7th Ward decided to establish a cultural community 
organization to promote a sustainable future for their neighborhood. The Porch had a clear vision for a neighborhood center and 
agreed to stand up and organize towards their goal if we could help find them some architectural services. 

Two weeks after Relnhabiting NOLA, we travelled to the University of Arkansas to a gathering of architecture schools from around 
the country. At this meeting were Nils Gore and Rob Corser from the University of Kansas. After we presented The Porch as 
potential client for groups looking to get immediately involved, the two professors approached us with a keen interest in the project. 
We facilitated the introduction of The Porch and the University of Kansas professors and have continued to assist in logistics with 
the applicants regular site visits and other issues involved in long distance community based design and construction. 

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. Please be as specific as possible. 

It is difficult to overstate the impact these projects have had on the Porch Cultural Organization and their capacity to represent 
themselves in this unprecedented public planning event. I think it is best to look at two distinct ways each of these projects 
impacted the community. Firstly, each of the small projects has been very useful and filled a need identified by the community. 
The community notice boards have been utilized throughout the neighborhood, multiple public gatherings have been hosted in the 
garden (often involving planners and architects from out of town with a role in the planning process, the development of the garden 
has allowed The Porch to invite people into the community and host them in a setting that is both pleasant and demonstrative of the 
seriousness of the organization), the tool shed has enabled The Porch to establish a base from which they can launch larger scale 
programs such as their neighborhood wide tree planting day, and the forthcoming stage is already scheduled to be used for a youth 
theater workshop in the neighborhood this Spring. 

The second way this project has had a positive impact is in its support for The Porch, a legitimate neighborhood based 
organization. These 'small projects' have enabled The Porch to demonstrate to important potential partners and funders that they 
have the capacity and skm to execute programming. The University of Kansas architecture studios have worked with exceptional 
balance between listening to and acting on the wishes of the community, whilst applying their expertise as designers. Four projects 
into a long term relationship and their is such a good level of trust between designer and client that this aspect of the work is certain 
to get even stronger. 



OTH ER PERSPECTIVE ccoNro> 

I. \Vh.1ttr.Hfl' ofts and tompronHSt'~ ''~''~' H'qu~recf cfurrng the d•·vPiopmt•nt ot tlw lllll)t'Ctl Drd \OU partrc patt• 111 makrng theml 

Other than very limited funds available for construction, the major trade-otis and compromises in my mtnd involved the dtslance 
between the University of Kansas and New Orleans' 7th Ward. Professors Gore and Corser approached this situation from the 
perspective that it should drive creativity rather than limit the possibilities. Students developed designs that could be prefabricated 
in components and put together in New Orleans. The latest project, the mobile stage, represents the most innovative solution yet 
to the transportation issues in that it is constructed as part of a flat bed trailer. To transport the stage to New Orleans, the students 
need only to attach the trailer to the back of a car and drive. 

Another issue of compromise that merits being mentioned is the lack of certainty surrounding site control and land use issues. 
This was particularly problematic early in the partnership. Professors Gore and Corser addressed this with the initial project being 
highly mobile community notice boards. As site control was attained for the community garden they were able to plan more 
permanent structures. 

-l. \Vhat do you con~irft•r to be the tlw mo\t ;mel lt·.t't \UU.esc;ful ,1,pell5 oi thr<; pro1ect? 

The most successful aspects of this project relate to the increased capacity delivered to The Porch at a critical time in the life of 
their neighborhood. These well considered 'small scale' interventions have demonstrated to all people who are coming into the 
neighborhood that The Porch is invested in their own future in an effective way. Professors Gore and Corser realized early on in 
the process that they did not have the capacity to address the myriad housing, economic development, and education issues in 
this community. They also realized that positive change needed to come from within the community. Their work supports positive 
home grown neighborhood development and provides an excellent opportunity for their students to understand the complex 
relationships between top down and bottom up development. 

Some people might say that the least successful aspects of this project relate to the small scale of the intervention. I would 
disagree saying that Professors Gore and Corser have carefully considered the appropriate scale of their work and are executing 
this very effectively. 
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DEVELOPER PERSPECTIVE 

Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 
page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area pro
vided on the original form. 

This sheet is to be filled out by the person who took primary responsibility for project financing or is a representative of the group which 
did. 

Name Lauren Anderson Title Chief Executive Officer 

Organization Neighborhood Housing Services of New Orleans Telephone ( 504 ) 899·5900 

Address 4700 Frere! Street City/State/ZIP New Orleans, LA 70115 

Fax ( 594 ) 899-6190 E-maillaurenanderson@nshnola.org 
The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all attached materi sand t grant these rights and permissions. 

1. What role did you or your organization play in the development of this project? Describe the scope of involvement. 

NHS is providing organizational support and space for the Porch Organization and its activities. 

Our Co-Director of Community Building and two Americorps volunteers are providing technical assistance for the Porch governing 
body to enhance their organizational abilities and structure programmatic activities with an objective of achieving 501(c)(3) status to 
better se!Ve the community. 

NHS worked closely with the Porch to identify and acquire a location for its base of operations. NHS acquired two buildings 
(currently under renovation) and a vacant lot to support Porch activities. 

2. What trade.offs or compromises were required during the development of the project? 

The Porch was very interested in developing vacant land that had been tax adjudicated by the City of New Orleans. However they 
had no capacity to fund such a project. NHS was interested in the development of a "neighborhood center' as a resource for the 
community to meet, share ideas and assist in a plan to rebuild. NHS was interested in leasing or purchasing an existing structure 
that could open sooner than a ground-up project. 

It was determined that the two organizations could share a common space and centralize service delivery to the neighborhood. The 
tradeoffs and compromises have been innumerable in determining everything from terms for lease-purchase agreements to the 
color of the paint on the walls. 

3. How was the project financed? What, if any, innovative means of financing were used? 

Grants, contributions and volunteerism (all raised by the students) financed this project. 



DEVELOPER PERSPECTIVE 

4. How d1d the economi< Impacts ot this projell on the commun1tv < ompare with or d1iier 1rom other prOJt'<.t5 }OU h,we he<·n 
mvolved in? 

This collaboration is at year one. It is too early to determine the economic impacts this collaboration will have. However, the 
financial commitment to improving the housing stock in the community will exceed $3.9 million. We normally gauge impact at the 
third or fifth year. 

5. What about this project would be instructive to other developers? 

A developer should be a good neighbor by working with/in the best interests of the neighborhood. The support of the community 
goes a long way. Money is saved. 

6. What do you cons1der to le the most and lea~t successful aspects of th1s projl'< t? 

The most successful aspect has been that, with a little support from outside the community, a group of neighbors interested in 
improving their neighborhood have organized to effect improvement to the community as a whole. 

The least successful aspect has been the slow progress in getting the renovated Porch Center building open. The availability of 
contractors has been problematic due to the need created by Hurricane Katrina. 





This project was conceived and executed by students of Professors Rob Corser and Nils Gore at the 
University of Kansas School of Architecture and Urban Design in the spring of 2006. Two studios of 
undergraduate design students worked on these projects. 

It is intended that the work will continue in future semesters. 
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Copyright <Q 2006 
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Nils Gore, Associate Professor 
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Rebuilding the Seventh 

There is immense need in New Orleans following The projects shown here Illustrate Initial efforts to 

t he devastation of Hurricane Katrina. It 's hard to know place structures (notice boards, shading structure, and 

where to start. Post-hurricane meetings of neighborhood toolshed) in a New Orleans neighborhood. These struc

residents, community activists, and building profession- tures are the first new construction In the neighborhood 

als in New Orleans have identified an immediate need for following Katrina, and serve to help the neighborhood 

"neighborhood resource centers: where people can go to organize itself as it goes about the task of rebuilding. 

seek assistance with their Individual re-building needs. They also serve as prototypes for an approach to construe

These centers will provide educa- tion that has been prefabricated at 

tion, technical assistance, and sup

port to individual homeowners as 

they begin the task of rebuilding 

New Orleans. 

The University of Kansas School of 

Architecture and Urban Design, in 

conjunction with the Tulane Uni

versity City Center, the Porch Cui-

a distance from the city, and trans

ported and assembled in a short 

time in the neighborhood. 

The University of Kansas has a long 

tradition of student design/ build 

projects in the service of the public 

good. The emphasis in this project 

has been on designing ntelligent 

tural Center, and Neighborhood construction systems that could 

Housing Services of New Orleans, is developing plans for de- be deployed in a completed sec tion of the center, but be 

velopment of a neighborhood center in the Seventh Ward extendable (by ourselves or others) in later semesters. This 

that focuses on Information and education about the art open-endedness is important as the use and programming 

and practice of re-building and home ownership. The center of the center grows, and as neighborhood centers get devel

will be a place where local arts and cultural practices can be oped in other New Orleans neighborhoods. 

shared and extended, and a place where the neighborhood The Seventh Ward Is considered by many to be the quint
can reinvigorate itself following the disaster of Katrina. It will 

essential Creole neighborhood In New Orleans. It was the 
be a place of hope and optimism for the future of the ward. 
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I Roo( framing; Creole vernacular drch,tecture. 

2· Ed Buckner. Ortqtnal Big Seven Social and Pleasure Club. (photo by Rachel Breunltnl 

3· Hondld "Buck Baham, Big Chief of the Sevt'nth Wdrd Warrtor~ (photo by Rdchel Bruenltnl 

home of many skilled Creole craftsmen, and a vestige of that 

craft base still remains. The neighborhood Is identified with 

social halls that each reOect a group of professionals, me

chanics. skilled laborers or a benevolent society. During the 

early 20th century the neighborhood was home to several 

of the originators of jazz, including Jelly Roll Morton, Manuel 

Perez, Sidney Bechet, and several members of the Barbarin 

family. The neighborhood has also nurtured musicians in 

the Brass Band Tradition, including Walter Ramsey, founder 

of the Stooges Brass Band. It has been home to numerous 

Mardi Gras Indian Tribes and socia l and pleasure clubs, in

cluding the Yellow Pocahontas, Seventh Ward Warriors, FiY

iYi, Black Feather, Sudan, Black Men of Labor, the Original Big 

Seven, and the Popular Ladies. These social groups provide 

important outlets for creative expression and social interac

tion, and foster a sense of cohesive identity for the commu

nity. 

This area Is one of the cultural crossroads of New Or

Jeans, an important place for African cultural retentions and 

cultural innovation, expressed through community rituals. 

It Is our hope that this architecture will promote and 

support these community Institutions and ri tuals as the 

Seventh Ward rebuilds. 

2 
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2· Our nerghhorhood ~~a subsectronof the Seventh Wdrd, bounded by Ely1rar1 Frelds, St. Claude, St Bern.Hd ,Jnd N Clarborne. 

Community: The Seventh Ward 
We chose to work in this neighborhood due to the conflu- It has a range of house types, of modest scale. Today, some 

ence of several factors: its architectural character, its cultural of these houses are in good condition, while many others 

institutions, its tradition as the home of Creole building arts, are suffering. Post-Katrina, the neighborhood is seeing an 

and its community organization. influx of cheaply built pre-fabricated houses, clumsily in-

Historically, the Seventh Ward is a Creole neighborhood, sit-
serted into the numerous empty lots in the neighborhood. 

ting at the corner of the French Quarter. It was settled short- Culturally, it is the home for numerous social clubs, Mardi 

ly after the French Quarter, and housed many of the Creole Gras Indian Tr~bes, and other vital neighborhood institu

craftsmen-plasterers, carpenters, blacksmiths- that built tions. 

the rest of New Orleans. 

Growth of New Orleans, 1708-2000 
'bdfd ,,.,., u·ruwftt •I'Pf't"'matt 
utnt•·r~._... idcd.*" riopnla,.,., ~ 

tf\t• ,,.,.,bewtf• ••p.ot tila t uar 

- 1722 
- 171111 
- 1817 
- IIIJS 
- lllSS 1~10 

- 11163 
11193 
1920 
1949 
2000 
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Frenchmen Street. 
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I Some houses are be,ng renovated and restored. 

2· Ne1ghborhood houses in need of repa,r. 

3 Post Katnna, pre fabncated. double shotgun house 

4 H1stonc..tl pl..tques h1ghhght'"g the Jazz hentage of the ne1ghborhood 

2 

3 4 
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1. Advertosong for Mardo Gras lndoan bead and accessory shop. 

2· Derel< Meo.ieur, woth his skeleton mask. (photo: Rachel Breunlin) 

3· Pastor Chn~toanJ Ford, Prophetess, House of Faoth Nondenomonational Monostries (photo: Rachel Breunhn). 

4. Neoghborhood mural celebratong Mardo Gras Indian culture. 

3 4 
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It's Tim•· ~ To Rebuild 
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Community meeting at House of Faith Non-denomtnauonal Mtnistries, on Elysian Fields. 

Interaction and Process: Understanding Needs, Wants and Wishes 
In November 2005, after people started returning to New They also asked that the architecture be culturally relevant 

Orleans following the storm, a series of neighborhood meet- to the local Creole culture. 

ings were held to understand residents' perspectives on re

building needs. It was revealed that they needed help with 
In February of 2006, we took our students to New Orleans so 

they could experience the city directly, meet residents and 
the physical task of rebuilding: they asked for community hear of local concerns and needs. 
centers where they could receive assistance with the task of 

rebuilding their own homes. These could be places where We held a meeting at the House of Faith with a number of 

people could get advice, borrow tools, and become educa t- residents and our students and each heard of the hopes, 

ed about the proper way to repair a flood-damaged home. wishes and wants for the project, and of our motivations for 

participation in the project. 
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1 Meet1ng w1th Ke1th Woodfork, propnetor of Heaven's Gate Commun1ty Playground and Cafe on Wheels 

2· Hurnr<1ne d..tmage 1n the Lower Nmth Ward. 

3. V1slt to Tui.Jne School or Architecture to see work they are do1ng 

4· ~tudent\ ~urveymg the neighborhood 

15 
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Flood damage 1n the lower Nmth Ward The levee bredch occurred where the mach me IS work1ng tn the b.:~ckground. 
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Hurricane damage to the back of thl' House or Fa1th 
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Notice Boards: Promoting Community through Communication 
The Notice Board project was conceived in conversation 

with Seventh Ward residents during a preliminary trip taken 

in January 2006 by Professors Gore and Corser. 

planning skills, develop collaboration skills and strategies, 

and test ideas about prefabrication and transportation. 

Rachel Breunlin and Helen Regis ofThe Neighborhood Story 

The community felt the need to have some means to com- Project at University of New Orleans have developed a series 

municate with each other, and highlight neighborhood of posters highlighting the creative and cultural contribu

projects and initiatives following Katrina. Pedagogically, for tions of residents of the Seventh Ward for installation on the 

Professor Gore's Arch401 students, the notice boards were notice boards. Two of the notice boards will also be moving 

a good project as a warm-up to future, more complex and 

larger projects to help build construction skills, develop 

around the neighborhood as a mobile art exhibit. 

The boards were completed in February 2006. 
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1 Prelimrnary desrgn scheme 
2· Full·sc<Jie mockup of .1 nollce bo.Jrd on the KU campu\ 

3 Preliminary design scheme. 
4. Stud,es of deto~ihng alwrnatrves on full-scale mockup 

2 

4 
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F1nal des1gn solution. The not1ce board has wooden s1de frames and roof fram1ng The board IS patnted plywood, With Its edges encased 
1n a steel frame The board gets ptnned to the ground w1th large steel staples that s•t over the feet. The roof is galvan11ed steel with a 

polycarbonate panel over the middle third. The colors ure representative of those found in New Orleans. 
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1· Fabncating the steel frame around 1 he plywood panels 
2: Prefabrication on the KU campus. 

3 Prefabncation on the KU campus 
4. Pack,ng the disassembled unrts for travel to New Orleans. 

4 
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1. Assembling the boards tn New Orleans. 

2· Auembhng a boJrd at the House of Faith. 

3· Roof dSSt>mbly m New Orleans. 

2 



1· Final dSsembly on Urquh,ut Strl'et. 

2· Roofv•ew 
3. Boards hned up after assembly 
4 . F~nal assembly. 

3 4 
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1. Willie 81rch and Helen Reg1s, Seventh Ward community leader~. 

2· Poster about Nat William\, producf'd by the Ne1ghborhood Story P<OJE'Ct . 

3. Ne1ghborhood children re.1d1ng not1ces on a notice bo;ud 

2 

~at 'Williams 
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Community Garden: An Outdoor Neighborhood Resource Center 
After completion of the notice boards, students and resi- one agreed that the first of the hoped-for neighborhood re

dents worked together to determine the best way to achieve source centers would take the form of a toolshed and shade 

the shared goal of creating a new community gathering structure within the community garden. 

space with functional storage for tools and equipment. Stu-

dents raised money and secured material donations while 

the members of the Porch community organization sought 

out a site. 

Students in Professor Corser's studio studied and adapted 

vernacular wood framing and developed the shade struc

ture, while Professor Gore's students examined African prec

edents as they designed the steel-framed, wood-skinned 

A local community garden group, Parkway Partners, offered tool shed. Both projects were pre-fabricated in Lawrence, 

use of a derelict site on North Robertson street, and every- and installed in New Orleans by early May. 
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D1agram of the Commumty Garden. with Toolshed 011the left and Shade Structure on the nght. 
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Shade Structure: Digital Fabrication for a Community Gathering Space 
The purpose of the shade structure is to provide a place for Layers of 3/4" plywood are laminated together for stiffness, 

gathering and socializing prior to the acquisition or con- and joined together using mortise and tenon connections. 

struction of a permanent home for the Porch Cultural Center. Custom steel hardware is used for hurricane clips and base 

Sitting toward the front of the site, it becomes a gateway to plates. The roofing is made of recycled aluminum panels 

the community garden, inviting neighbors in to sit and talk. and translucent acrylic panels. 

It is a 1 5' x12' wood frame structure about 12' in height, and As a framing system, it is designed to be extendable with 

covering an open space with benches built along one side. the addition of similar structural bays. The shade structure 

The shading structure for the Seventh Ward is fabricated was designed , fabricated, and installed by Professor Corser's 
Arch301 students in May, 2006. 

entirely out of plywood that was cut using a CNC router. 
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1 4 Preltm1nar 0 Y estgn ~tud 'es of framing • JOtnery and I c dddtng systems 

2 
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Sequence of lmtallation· 1: Main Frdmcs arc installed in "kneeling pOSition· on steel base plates 

2: Sub Framing dlld dioqon.,llHMing is installed 3: Cladding panl'ls drl' attdched 

4, Frame ,Jnd roof are rotated up and verticai"Vee"legs are Installed 

5. "R,1in Cham• for direcung water to c1stern ts InStalled 

2 

3 4 
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~--- -------

1: Diagram of lamination process ·some complex elements are 61ayers thick. 
2: All connections are mortise and tenon, with through-bolts 

3 and 4: Diagrams of the system's possible extension or variation. 

2 

---------

- -- ________ __j 
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Comput~r rendenng show•n9 poss•blc e~teM on to tWO wuctural bay\ 
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t-'1· Test aHembly and cladding tn Lawrence pr or to dts-assembly and shipping 

3 
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I: FrdnH! E"IE'rn.-nt ~ and tools packed easily mto a smglt> cargo van. 

2 The community garden stte prior to tnstallauon. 

3 and 4: Unpacking and assembly of parts. 
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1-3: Assembly and raising of the shade structure_ 

2 3 
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2 Trme for a chat with Edward Buckner, the' pie guy·. 

3: Carne Burks performs the ceremonial installatron of the rarn chain. 

3 
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Tool Shed: Panelized Construction for a Community Garden 
The toolshed is a pre-fabricated, panelized structure that panels. The frames are attached to each other with bolts, 

will hold gardening tools in the community garden. It is in- and the roof rafters are bolted on to the ridge beam. Wood 

tended to study ideas of modularity, panelization, transport- purl ins carry corrugated steel rooting panels. 

ability and digital fabrication .It has a 4' x 12' floor plan, with To make connections to the African roots of Creole arcitec
access into different compartments from three sides. The 

ture, we incorporated digitally incised patterns on the wall 
roof cantilevers off of the center ridge beam and provides 

panels derived from African textile patterns. 
shade on all sides for protection from the sun and rain. 

The toolshed was designed, fabricated and installed by Pro
The shed is made of steel frames that hold painted plywood fessor Gore's Arch401 Studio in May, 2006 
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1 n Proposals I 4. Preliminary Des g 
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~-----

Sequence of Installation: 1: Excavate holes and install prefabricated concrete piers with adjustable steel baseplates; 
2: Install primary structural frames on steel baseplates; 

3: Install floor frame and secondary framing panels; 

4: Install roof framing. 

5: (Next page) Install plywood wall panels and steel roofing panels. 

2 

---------------- ---------- - ---
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1 4 · Prefabrocdt•on at Un1ver~•tY of Kansas. 
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1-4: Development of the plywood skin, based on Afncan text tie patterns. 
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1 4. Field in~lall<lloon in New Orleans. 

2 

3 4 
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1-4: Steel erectton and paneltnstallauon. 

2 

4 
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1-4: ln~ti!ltatton of roof tomponent~. 

l 

3 4 
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Completed tool shed 
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Stage near~ng completton on KU campus in lawrence, Kansas 

Mobile Stage: Deployable Performance Space 
The Mobile Stage is a community outreach tool used by the wood panel inserts. The stage surface is covered with rubber 

Porch to promote the performance arts in the neighbor- flooring made of recycled tires. 

hood. It will be used for educational activities at the Porch 
It has an overhead structure that plugs into the floor for 

community Center, and for community events neighbor- shading, and for Installing screens, backdrops, curtains 
hood wide. 

and scenery. These are stored in the space below the stage 

It was constructed on a flatbed utility trailer, and features deck. 

folding panels that hinge to double the size of the stage The mobile stage was designed, fabricated and (will be) in

when folded out. The framing is of steel with marine ply- stalled by Professor Gore's Arch400 Studio in January 2007. 
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1 4. Prefabnca11on at Unoversoly of Kansas. 

2 

4 
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Afterword 
This project represents the first step in a much longer pro- brighter future for the new New Orleans that will emerge 

cess of rebuilding for the Seventh Ward. Life in New Orleans out of this setback. As communities organize themselves to 

is still a struggle, even for the most optimistic citizen. Our promote resident participation in the shaping of their des

hope is that these buildings will be useful in this communi- tiny, they wi ll look to successful examples of community ar

ty's efforts to revitalize the neighborhood after Katrina's dev- ganizatlon and growth. We are pleased to be a part of that 

astation. We also hope that these buildings will symbolize a effort in the Seventh Ward. 
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Future Plans 
In May 2006, while we were in new Orleans installing the Future collaborations between the University of Kansas and 

tool shed, Neighborhood Housing services of New Orleans the Porch will focus on the rehabilitation of this building 

agreed to purchase an existing building for the Porch's use. into an art and cultural center that fulfills the Porch's mis

Located at the corner of Urquhart and Pauger, it consists of sion for the neighborhood. These might include children's 

a double-shotgun house with a small living unit attached to education programs, neighborhood revitalization services, 

the back. It has a significant rear yard facing Urquhart street, and a tool lending library. 

directly across from A. P. Tureaud Elementary School. 
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